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Today

• Build community and 
meet others working 
on adaptation 

• Inspire and inform 
your adaptation 
practice

• Shape what we do 
next together



Today

• 9:35am: Opening remarks by Susanne Moser
• 9:55am: Updates on EOEEA initiatives, Municipal 

Vulnerability Preparedness Program and State 
Hazard Mitigation and Climate Adaptation Plan

• 11:25am: Networking activity
• 12:00pm: Lunch
• 12:45pm: Strategies for urban ecosystem resilience
• 2:10pm: Input on Expert Work Groups
• 3:25pm: Exploring next steps
• 3:45pm: Poster session, networking, refreshments





Ecosystem 
Benefits

Co-benefits Other 
Benefits



Massachusetts 
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Climate Adaptation 

Why Mass ECAN?



Mass ECAN Goals

Long-term
• Advance climate adaptation
• Bring ecosystem resilience & natural resource 

conservation to the forefront of adaptation 
action across sectors



Mass ECAN Goals

Short-term
• Build community 
• Increase knowledge sharing 
• Foster collaboration



Network 

Why Mass ECAN?



Join Mass ECAN

massecan.org



Member list

Full Name Position Organization Sector Location Website
Areas of 
expertise

Climate change 
stressors or 
impacts focus on, if 
any Skills

Tell the network a little about yourself with a short 
description of your climate adaptation work:

Bob Wilber
Director of Land 
Conservation Mass Audubon NGO

Lincoln, 
MA

www.massau
dubon.org

Agriculture, 
Coastal 
Zones, 
Ecosystems, 
Wildlife

Rising temperatures, 
Changes in 
precipitation, 
Extreme weather, 
Sea level rise

Capacity 
Building, 
Education, 
Outreach

I have been working in land conservation/protection for 30+ 
years with statewide private and public organizations, and 
with my local land trust.  Nearly all of that work has involved 
conserving/protecting land for wildlife and people. With the 
"old playbook" static approach to conservation planning not 
being sufficient in the age of climate change, I have really 
embraced the concept of resilience, and strategies for 
increasing it - for wildlife and for people.  



Join Mass ECAN

massecan.org





Exploring Next Steps for Mass ECAN



Recap
• Our role in advancing and engaging with state 

initiatives heard about today
• Scaling up ecosystem benefits in urban areas
• Contributed your feedback to expert work 

groups
• Hopefully connected with some new and 

familiar faces 



Next Steps for Mass ECAN
• Continue to grow 
• Continue to share adaptation opportunities, 

resources, events 
• Connect to regional and national adaptation 

networks
• Make sure we’re understanding your needs 

and interests
• Consider convening between conferences



What should we work on together?



Joint mitigation - adaptation

• Co-benefits with reducing emissions & storing 
carbon

• Tremendous potential for carbon storage by 
preserving natural systems

Mitigation Adaptation

Figure: Janowiak et al. 2017



Time to think ahead
Exploring Transformative 
Change in the Bay State
• What might coastal 

relocation mean for 
Massachusetts?

• For areas left
• For areas sought

• What would planning in 
“receiving communities” 
entail? Etc.

For anyone interested in these 
questions before/at the next ECAN 

convening, contact:
Susi Moser, Ph.D.

E: promundi@susannemoser.com



What should we work on together?



Wrap Up

• Evaluations
• Proceedings and 

presentations online
• Share electronic copies 

of adaptation initiatives



Thank You!


